
 

 

PANEL RESULTS & COMMENTS 

2018 PROJECT SUPPORT II 
 

Lake Erie Native American Council 
 
  
Your Project Title: Native American Culture Classes 

Your Project Summary: The Cleveland Native American community is small, but mighty. In fact, 

approximately 34 percent of Native Americans in Ohio reside in Cuyahoga County. However, living in an 

urban setting can make passing down traditional knowledge difficult. LENAC will host pow wow dance and 

regalia-making lessons to pass down this invaluable knowledge; culminating with a program-end Pow Wow 

to showcase participants' hard work and share Native American culture with the Cuyahoga County 

residents. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel felt that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application that 

the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $5,000 

 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     
Michelle Currica 

(Philadelphia, PA) 

Ashe Helm-Hernández 

(Atlanta, GA) 

Ashley Hosseini 

(Bloomington, IN) 

Miah Michaelson 

(Indianapolis, IN) 

Francisco Ollervides 

(Caledonia, OH) 

 

On the next page you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the 

question: With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s 

three funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2018-PS-II-Panel-Guide-for-Web.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: Artistic and Cultural Vibrancy - This application demonstrates strong evidence of artistic and 

cultural vibrancy. Project planners have worked with their community to plan activities that have significant 

cultural relevance to participants. Additionally, bringing in artists with expertise from outside the area to 

provide instruction, helps deepen the cultural knowledge base of this community.Organization Capacity - 

This application demonstrates strong evidence of organizational capacity. This applicant has "right-sized" 

the project to fit their capacity and the project goal is reasonable.Public Benefit - This application 

demonstrates strong public benefit. The applicant clearly works closely with the community it serves to 

develop activities that meet their needs and interests. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Public benefit is clearly shown by the fact that the organization intimately knows their 

community's history and present, has actually surveyed them about their needs/wishes, and has developed 

programming in response to this. Bravo!! Project will also undoubtedly inspire community and seeks to 

actively build connections within the Native American community and also between different cultures. 

Culture classes and pow wow will be facilitated by arts and cultural professionals who are proficient in their 

distinct fields. Organization has capacity to plan and facilitate event as demonstrated by past years of 

success, detailed plan of action, strong cohort of community volunteers involved. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The applicant meets the funding criteria. I appreciate that the proposal educates and notes the 

federal policy in which aimed to de-culturalize and assimilate the indigenous people, federal Urban 

Relocation Program. The applicant presents a well thought out meaningful project with historical, political 

and cultural context. The project is critical for the community to continue passing down generational 

traditional knowledge and culture. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: It is the opinion of this reviewer that Lake Erie Native American Council satisfactorily meets the 

funding criteria through their proposal for Native American Culture Classes. They especially show the public 

benefit of this project as it meaningfully engages the community (they have great testimonials). They 

demonstrate that they understand the need to promote traditional values and increase awareness among 

the Native American youth in Cuyahoga County. They respond to their need to pass down traditional 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 4 
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knowledge which is most difficult in urban settings. They are responding to their surveys which show 

community events, cultural actives, and youth programming to be their audience’s top three priorities. They 

use the knowledge of their community to drive their work by hosting pow wow dances and regalia-making 

lessons. The meaningful relationships with residents and community partners are not clearly stated. They 

are accessible and inviting to their community as both the culture classes and program-end mini wacipi will 

be free and open to the public. They also demonstrate artistic and cultural vibrancy by engaging a diverse 

team of arts and cultural professionals from the region and even Columbus, qualified to complete the 

project. They plan to continue including non-Native American audiences to inspire the community to think 

creatively and/or differently. They appear to have organizational capacity to plan and successfully manage 

this project. They seem to have a working board, staff, and core group of volunteers. They have a definite 

set of project goals and will measure progress through participation rates to the cultural classes, the number 

of youth/adults participating in lessons, and number of completed outfits. They will also monitor general 

attendance to the pow wow event, as well as dancer participation rates, drum groups secured, volunteer 

service rates, and number of press hits. Their budget is realistic and appropriate for the project and is 

flexible to adjust if the actual funding is smaller. The match requirement is demonstrated from a request 

pending (but highly likely as there is a good relationship and an invitation for submission) from 

Neighborhood Connections. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this proposal meets the funding criteria. Public Benefit: The Lake Erie Native American 

Council successfully demonstrates that it understands, works with, and responds to its community. Using 

knowledge of its community, the organization drives its work by building meaningful relationships with the 

students of the Native American Culture Classes and the local and wider Native American and non-native 

community by providing free and accessible public programming. Art & Cultural Vibrancy: LENAC has 

engaged a diverse team of arts cultural volunteers and community members, qualified to complete the 

project inspiring Native American youth to think creatively and/or differently about their heritage and cultural 

identity. The organization expands art and cultural vibrancy by inviting cultural peers or members of the 

Native American community members from other cities to drum, dance, and make soul food. Organizational 

Capacity: LENAC is aware of its size and has calibrated its operations and team of volunteers be most 

efficient in the implementation of the Native American Culture Classes and Mini Powpows at the 

organization's current capacity rather than try to expand quickly. The organization's budget is realistic, 

project finances detail expenses covered by CAC ask. The organization will adjust programming and or 

solicit individual donations if grant funds are smaller than requested. 

 

 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin  India Pierre-Ingram 
manager – project support associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     ipierreingram@cacgrants.org 

 216.515.8303 x101  216.515.8303 x107

Panelist 5 
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